Don’t risk your company’s quality reputation and profitability on an old, unreliable Swager that can’t produce to your requirements! Wondering how to fix it? No budget for a new machine? FENN has the answer!

REBUILD YOUR SWAGER

Full mechanical and electrical rebuilds available to ensure greater safety and repeatability, all from the OEM!

Rebuild Program Provides: Fully inspected and rebuilt machine performed by our factory specialists with OEM parts. All parts include a one year warranty!

- Transform your unused or tired equipment into productive, reliable equipment that helps meet and increase your production goals
- Increase your machinery’s life- OEM parts installed by factory technicians
- Updated parts ensure part consistency and tighter tolerances -avoid rework, material waste and lost production time
- Don’t rely on out-of-date safety features! We can provide added features to enable increased safety and reduced liability for your operation
- Benefit from our die design experts to create customized dies and hammers to suit your Swager application
- Our Swager experts are available for machine installation and training at our facility or yours

Rebuild at a fraction of the cost of a new machine!
Get the most out of your Swager!
Contact us today to schedule an inspection.

To learn more about our program, contact FENN at sales@fenn-torin.com or call 860.259.6600 to speak with a representative today!

HOW IT WORKS:

Step 1- Call today to discuss the best rebuild option for your machine based on age, condition, wear and your production goals.

Step 2- Ship your machine to FENN’s factory technicians for an inspection, which includes a full mechanical and electrical evaluation of your machine.

Step 3- FENN provides a Comprehensive Swager Evaluation (CSE) outlining customized recommendations based on your machinery’s age, condition, intended application etc. An estimate of time, labor and materials required for a rebuild are included in your CSE report.

Step 4- Upon review of your CSE report you may choose to take your machine back, or proceed with the rebuild process. Simply send a purchase order and down payment to FENN, and the rebuild begins.

Step 5- Your machine is rebuilt and outfitted with the most reliable OEM parts by our trained experts.

Step 6- A Common Spare Parts reference list is prepared with your machine, providing the latest information on common ware parts.

Step 7- If customized dies are also ordered, they can be tested for accuracy at our facility prior to shipment.

Step 8- Your machine is shipped and ready to begin increasing productivity at your shop again.

Have you heard about our In-House Die Shop?

FENN relocated its headquarters in Jan 2015, allowing significant updates to our state of the art tool and die shop, run by experts with over 35 years of experience.

Whether your swager is small or large in size, your swager dies, hammers and other ware parts are made specifically with your machine and application in mind. All of our FENN made spare parts are crafted with expertise, accuracy and pride in the USA.

Whether your machine is large or small, our facilities are equipped to produce precision dies for your application!